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This compact atlas provides medical, dental, allied health, and biology students with an outstanding

collection of histology images for all of the major tissue classes and body systems. The Fourth

Edition features a completely re-digitized image collection, along with other hallmarks of this atlas

that have been proven over time, including its concise writing style, compact size/format, and quick

introduction/background for each chapter that reviews essential concepts, histophysiology, and

clinical considerations. A bound-in interactive student CD-ROM contains all the images from the

book with compare and full-screen view modes, zoom, label rollover and on/off features, along with

USMLE-style and identification review questions.
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Clear images, very good internal organization of sections (bold font key on the inside cover flap is

very helpful), and semi-glossy pages that don't cast glare on the figures in normal classroom

lighting.Note: Pages are not as glossy as magazine pages, so they are vulnerable to water damage

- but less so than the pages in cheap paperback books.

The flow of the text and pages is horrible. The font is huge and causes you to read and scroll

through through 10 different pages as opposed to three in the hard copy. The pictures and their

captions are on separate pages so its really hard to compare while reading caption because you

have to keep flipping back and forth and the fact that you can't ZOOM into pictures makes this



WORTHLESS!!!!!!!!!!

I had a hard time grasping histology as a MS1 and bought this book to supplement my reading.

Easy to read and helps quite a bit for the Histology shelf exam. A good supplement for in-class

lecture notes.

The book is all highlighted but is good for the price.

Pictures could be better or more of them

This was for a histology class that was murder on me but this book literally came the next day which

was awesome

This book has wonderful color photographs of cells and structures. You don't even have to look

through a microscope; everything is here for you!

Great!
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